Dear Ones,
Both Charles & Myrtle Fillmore knew the importance of having a strong prayer
consciousness. They invested time in prayer and meditation every day. This was not
only important to each of them, but also proved to be the cornerstone of the entire Unity
movement. Our co-founders clearly demonstrated the power of a strong prayer
consciousness in so many ways, including:
Myrtle’s healing – Charles’ healing – founding Unity School of Christianity – purchasing
Unity Farm – building Unity Farm into Unity’s World Headquarters – establishing the
Society of Silent Unity (now known as ‘Silent Unity’) – being the first movement to have
it’s own radio station - to broadcast powerful, positive lessons during the 1940’s –
Charles writing the greatest metaphysical book ever written by one author, The
Metaphysical Bible Dictionary (a/k/a ‘The MBD’ by many metaphysicians) – inspiring
thousands upon thousands of people to grow into a greater awareness of God’s
presence in their lives, inspiring higher levels of healing, harmony & order, abundance,
etc.
In our “Using the Law of Attraction WISELY” workshop, I take an early survey asking,
“How many of us believe that prayer is always answered 100% of the time?”
Usually anywhere from 30% to 50% of the class raises their hands. After clearly
illustrating how we humans shape energy, direct energy, and mostly mis-direct
energy – I take another survey asking the exact same questions. This time, usually
100% of the class raises their hands. They now understand that all prayers are
answered 100% of the time.. I always add, “But most people have no idea of their
prayers.” Most do not understand the we humans are always putting out our energy to
“The Universe” … and that this energy is our prayer(s).
The ‘intention of our consciousness’ goes out to “The Universe” continuously, every
moment of our lives, not just during the times we ‘think’ we are “praying.”
(“Even the hairs on our head are numbered”).
When our thoughts, feelings, and actions are in harmony with our prayer intentions,
then we are truly empowered beings… (as we were created to be).
Dear Ones, we are here on Classroom Earth to WAKE UP to the Divine Beings that we
truly are.
Love & blessings,
Rev. Ron

